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Abstra t
A method for the (mi ro)simulation of lo ation
proposed.

hoi e by agents in a urban

ontext is

The method is based in the bid-au tion approa h for land use modeling, whi h

assumes that rents

an be estimated as the expe ted maximum bid in an au tion. The method

allows for period-wise simulation of lo ation
the household's per eptions of the market
as an au tion or as a dire t

hoi e where rents are adjusted depending on
onditions.

The lo ation

hoi e, depending on the market

simulation of both demand and supply surplus s enarios in a
methodology for bid-au tion

an be modeled both

onditions. This allows for the

onsistent way. A new estimation

hoi e models is also proposed, where a pri e indi ator is in luded

in the maximum likelihood pro ess. The method generates estimates that are able to reprodu e
both the observed lo ations and observed pri es at the base year of the simulation.
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1 Introdu tion
Land use models are an in reasingly used tool for evaluation and fore asting of the ee ts of urban
interventions su h as real estate developments, modi ations to the transport system and
in urban poli y.

hanges

Among these, mi rosimulation models are be oming more relevant due to the

possibility of representing individual agents and their

omplex intera tions in a simple, yet robust

and exible, way.
Modeling the lo ation

hoi e of the dierent agents that intera t in a

ity is one of the main

obje tives of any land use model. Lo ation

hoi e and real estate pri es have been traditionally

modeled under two dierent paradigms: the

hoi e approa h and the bid-au tion approa h. Under

the

hoi e paradigm, households sele t the lo ation that maximizes their utility, with pri es being

determined exogenously through a hedoni

model. The bid-au tion approa h assumes that real

estate goods are traded in an au tion market, where the best bid for a parti ular lo ation determines
both the lo ated household and the pri e of the dwelling.
Both bid-au tion and

hoi e approa hes work under the assumption that pri es will be properly

estimated only under equilibrium onditions. In the

hoi e

ase the hedoni

approa h for modeling

pri es impli itly assumes that the (equilibrium) market values of the attributes of a lo ation are
represented in the parameters of a regression.

The bid-au tion approa h

an only determine

pri es when all households have intera ted in all the possible au tions, a hieving a state where no
household

an improve his situation by

hanging its lo ation.

The underlying equilibrium assumption makes hard to implement either approa h dire tly in a
mi rosimulation ontext, where equilibrium is never solved but, instead, a dynami pro ess approximates the equilibrium

onditions by simulating all the individual intera tions in the market. For

operational reasons, mi rosimulation models usually favor a
ni

hoi e approa h, estimating the hedo-

pri e model for a base modeling period and ignoring the equilibrium assumption. This means

that pri es are insensitive to

hanges in the market

onditions (e.g. in ome distribution a ross the

population, supply or demand surplus), making the market values of ea h of the attributes of a
lo ation

onstant in time.

On the other hand, the bid au tion approa h

an handle the ee t of

hanges in the market

onditions be ause pri es are a fun tion of the preferen es of the households, and bids

an be

adjusted to rea t against an in rease or de rease of supply/demand. However, this approa h has
only been implemented in aggregated, equilibrium based, models.
This paper proposes a method to model lo ation
mi rosimulation

hoi e and real estate pri es simultaneously in a

ontext. The method is based on the bid-au tion approa h and estimates both

lo ation and pri es as a fun tion of the households' preferen es. The proposed approa h does not
require solving for equilibrium, but estimates the maximum bid in ea h period by simulating the
underlying au tion pro ess.
Given exogenous supply levels, households adjust their preferen es (and their willingness to pay)
as a rea tion to the (observed) market

onditions.

Demand surplus generates a more

tive market from the demand point of view, with households

ompeti-

ompeting for a s ar e number of

lo ations.This triggers an in rease in the willingness to pay of all households and, therefore, the
rents of real estate goods. On the opposite

ase, a supply surplus s enario will generate a more

ompetitive market from the supply point of view, with developers/owners willing to sell/rent
the dwellings at lower pri es, given the redu ed demand. This is translated in a redu tion of the
willingness to pay of all households and the

onsequent redu tion in rent levels.

The type of au tion also depends on the market
markets behaves like a
lo ation

onditions. In the

ase of demand surplus the

lassi al au tion, with several agents bidding for few goods. In this

ase the

hoi e is modeled following a maximum bid probability. When the market intera tions

take pla e under supply surplus

onditions the market also
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lears through an au tion, but in this

ase several goods
following the

ompete to be

hosen by few agents. In this

lassi al maximum utility

ase the lo ation

hoi e is modeled

hoi e probabilities.

In order to implement this model, the estimated parameters of the bid fun tion should be able
to fore ast both the lo ation

hoi e distribution and the pri es (as the expe ted out ome of the

au tion pro ess) at the base period of the simulation. To a hieve this, a novel approa h for model
estimation is proposed, where the traditional maximum log-likelihood methodology is modied in
order to a

ount not only for observed lo ation, but also for observed pri es at a given base period.

The method is based in the Generalized Random Utility model, originally proposed by Walker and
Ben-Akiva (2002) and integrates an indi ator in the log-likelihood fun tion in order to in lude an
additional measurement relationship in the model.
The paper is organized as follows: Se tion 2 des ribes the main theory behind the bid-au tion
approa h to lo ation

hoi e modeling. Se tion 3 explains the

hoi e approa h and how it

onsistently used in a bid-au tion framework. Se tion 4 proposes a model that
and

hoi e approa hes in a mi rosimulation

ontext. Se tion 5 des ribes the proposed estimation

method for lo ation and pri es and shows some results for a real
des ribes an experiment with syntheti
dynami

an be

ombines the bid

ity

ase study.

Se tion 6

data to analyze the rea tion- apa ity of the model to

hanges in the real estate market

onditions. Finally, Se tion 7

on ludes the paper and

identies possible further resear h.

2 The bid approa h
Sin e Alonso (1964), the real estate market has been understood as an au tion market, where
households bid their willingness to pay for a parti ular good (residential unit) whi h is assigned
to the best bidder. This pro ess simultaneously denes the pri e of the good, understood as the
maximum bid in the au tion pro ess.
The willingness to pay, from an e onomi point of view,
problem of maximum utility, given in ome

an be derived from the

lassi al onsumer's

onstraints:

max
x,i

U(x, zi )

(1)

s.t. px + ri ≤ I
In the previous problem, the

onsumer maximizes his utility by

hoosing a ve tor of

goods (x) and a dis rete lo ation (i), des ribed by a set of attributes (zi ). The budget

p)

states that the total amount spent in goods (with pri e
(ri ) must be smaller that the
assuming equality in the budget

max
i
where

V

is the indire t utility fun tion,

onstraint

plus the pri e of the sele ted lo ation

onsumer's available in ome (I).
onstraint, the problem

ontinuous

Solving the problem on

x

and

an be re-written as

V(p, I − ri , zi )

(2)

onditional on the the lo ation. Conditional on the level

of maximum utility (U), the indire t utility

an be inverted in the rent variable:

ri = I − V −1 (U, p, zi )
Under the au tion market assumption, the rent variable
pay for a parti ular lo ation, therefore the bid fun tion
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B

(3)

an be understood as the willingness to
an be expressed as:

Bhi = Ih − Vh−1 (U, p, zi )

(4)

In the bid fun tion, the index

h has been in

within dierent households.

If we assume bids to be random variables, with an extreme value

luded to take into a

ount heterogeneity in preferen es

distributed error term, it is possible to express the probability of a household (h) being the best
bidder for a parti ular lo ation (i) as follows:

exp(µBhi )

Ph/i = P

(5)

g exp(µBgi )

Under the au tion market assumption, the pri e or rent of a good will be the maximum bid.
The extreme value distribution assumption allows to express the expe ted maximum bid for a
parti ular lo ation as the logsum of the bids

!
X
1
ri = ln
exp(µBgi )
µ
g

(6)

The bid approa h has been traditionally implemented in equilibrium based models like MUSSA
(Martínez, 1996), where rents

an only be determined when bids have been adjusted to ensure

that ea h household is lo ated somewhere and in not more than one lo ation. This means that
the utility level (and therefore the bid level) of ea h household should be adjusted to ensure that:

X

Ph/i = 1

(7)

i
The previous

ondition is only possible when an absolute equality between supply (the number of

lo ation alternatives) and demand (the number of households) holds, meaning that:

XX
h
with

H

Ph/i = H = S

(8)

i

the total number of households and

S

the total number of lo ations.

3 The hoi e approa h
The

hoi e approa h (M Fadden, 1978; Anas, 1982) assumes that households

hoose the lo ation

that maximize their utility. The utility a household per eives is the indire t utility fun tion (2)
and

an be dened as a fun tion of the attributes of the lo ation (Vhi

= f(zi )).

Assuming an

extreme value distribution for the error term of the utility fun tion, the probability of a household

h

hoosing a lo ation

i

is:

exp(µVhi )

Pi/h = P

j exp(µVhj )

(9)

It is possible to demonstrate that, under the assumption of an au tion market, the lo ation where
the agent is the highest bidder is also that of the maximum surplus or maximum utility (Martinez,
1992, 2000). This assures that the au tion out ome yields an allo ation
utility behavior of

onsumers.

The

onsistent with maximum

onsumer surplus is dened as the dieren e between the

willingness to pay for a good and the a tual pri e of the good. If the utility is written in terms of
onsumer surplus it will take the following form:
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Vhi = Bhi − ri
Repla ing (10) in (9), the probability of a household

h

exp(µ(Bhi

Pi/h = P

(10)
hoosing a lo ation

i

is:

− ri ))
− rj ))

(11)

j exp(µ(Bhj

If pri es are the out ome of an au tion pro ess and the market

lears, the distribution of households

a ross lo ations obtained through (11) will be the same as the distribution obtained from (5) when
supply and demand are equilibrated. Otherwise, the

hoi e approa h is only valid when there are

more alternatives than de ision makers (Martinez, 1992).

4 Bid rent model for mi rosimulation
Mi rosimulation of land use requires a representation at the individual level of the lo ation

hoi e

and pri e formation pro esses. This means that ea h household is paired to a lo ation in a sequential way.
The

hoi e approa h is straightforward to implement in a mi rosimulation

provides the individual lo ation probabilities and rents are
dently) for ea h dwelling following an hedoni
equilibrium between supply and demand.

ontext be ause it

al ulated exogenously (and indepen-

model without requiring any assumption about

However, implementing the

hoi e approa h requires

the assumption that supply will always satisfy (or ex eed) demand, so the allo ation pro ess

an

be simulated by drawing a lo ation for ea h household. The order in whi h the allo ation happens
an only be assumed to be random, drawing the lo ation for ea h household at a time and making
sele ted lo ation unavailable for future

hoi es. If a demand surplus s enario happens, a

hoi e

approa h will only be able to deal with this by randomly sele ting households that will not be
lo ated. The

hoi e approa h also presents the drawba k of using hedoni

pri e formation pro ess exogenous to the lo ation
the market

onditions. An analysis of the disadvantages of using hedoni

between them and maximum bid pri es

pri es, whi h make the

hoi e problem and independent of

hanges in

pri es and the dieren es

an be found in Hurtubia et al. (2010).

Implementing a bid approa h is not straightforward, be ause pri es

an only be determined if a

supply-demand equilibrium is a hieved and bids are adjusted to this. The

omplexity

omes from

the fa t that equality between demand and supply is usually not guaranteed in a mi rosimulation (be ause of an independent supply generation pro ess). Also, the bid approa h traditionally
assumes that ea h lo ation  hooses a household through the au tion pro ess, therefore making
hard to simulate s enarios with supply surplus (there is no

lear rule to de ide whi h lo ations are

not used). This di ulties are addressed and partly over ome in Martínez and Hurtubia (2006),
but in an aggregated, quasi-equilibrium

ontext.

We propose a model where, at ea h period of time, the au tion for ea h good is simulated, therefore
obtaining rent levels that ree t the
adjustment a

ompetition between dierent bidders for the good.

ounts for the ee t a supply or a demand surplus will have on the bids.

solve the allo ation problem by proposing a dierent market
supply/demand surplus

The
We

learing solution depending on the

onditions of the s enario.

We assume the bid fun tion to be

omposed of two elements, therefore, for a parti ular period

Bthi = bth + bhi (zti , β)

t:

(12)

t
where bh is the adjustment omponent that relates the bid with the utility level of the household
t
and bhi is the hedoni part of the bid expressing the value a household h gives to the attributes (zi )
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of a lo ation

i

through a set of parameters

β.

The fun tional form of (4) implies the assumption

of a quasi-linear underpinning utility fun tion whi h allows to the additive de omposition and
simplies the interpretation of ea h element Martínez and Henríquez (2007).
preferen es of households remain

We assume the

onstant in time, therefore the value of the hedoni

for a parti ular pair (bhi ) will remain

part of a bid
t
onstant in time unless the attributes of the lo ation (zi )

hange from one period to the next. It is reasonable to expe t

hanges market

onditions from one

period to the other (population , in ome levels, available supply, et .) making the utility term
rea ts to these

The adjustment of
on the

bh

hanges, therefore having dierent values in ea h period.

bh

follows the logi

of households in reasing or de reasing their bids depending

onditions of the au tion (or, in more general terms, the market). In ea h au tion, if there

is a demand surplus, households will try to outbid other households until rea hing an expe ted
average out ome of winning au tions that allows to lo ate somewhere (although it does not
ensure their lo ation).

Similarly, in the presen e of supply surplus, households will redu e the

level of their bids be ause they

an rea h an expe ted number of winning au tion that allows to

lo ate somewhere with smaller bids.
In ea h period, the knowledge of the state of the market omes from the observed rents from
t
t
previous periods (ri ). We assume that households also observe the available supply (S ) and know
t
the number of households looking for a lo ation in ea h period (H ). However, we assume they
don't observe the bids of other households (therefore our system represents a sealed-bid au tion).
bth required to make the

Considering this information, ea h household estimates the value of
expe ted number of winning au tions equal to one.

X

t
Ph/i
=

X

t
exp (µ(bh

i∈St

i

X

+ bhi (zti )))

t−1
exp(µBgi )

=1

(13)

g∈Ht
Sin e households

an't observe the bids of other households in

in the previous period (t

− 1).

t

we assume they observe the bids

This is equivalent as observing the rents in the previous period

sin e, following (6), the denominator of (13)

X

an also be expressed as:

t−1
exp(µBgi )

= exp(µrt−1
)
i

(14)

g∈H
The previous expression implies the assumption of myopi
ast the future equilibrium rents, use the available histori
Clearing

bth

households, that, being unable to foreinformation of past rents as a proxy.

from (13) and assuming that only rents from the previous period

an be observed, we

obtain:

bth

= − ln

X

exp µ

i∈St

bthi (zti )

−

rt−1
i

!


(15)

The adjustment of (15) is similar to the one proposed by Martínez and Donoso (to appear) with
the dieren e of

onsidering that only the households looking for a dwelling and the available units

have an ee t in the bid level

orre tion. After the adjustment of

al ulate the lo ation probabilities and rents in

4.1

bh is

al ulated it's possible to

t.

Allo ation pro ess

The lo ation of households is determined through a Monte Carlo simulation, following probability
distributions that will depend on the general onditions of the market, regarding demand or supply
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surplus. The number of lo ated households or used dwellings may dier from the total number of
a tive households or lo ations in the market. We denote the set of lo ated households in a period
H^t ⊆ Ht and the set of used lo ations in the same period as S^t ⊆ St .

as

In a period with demand surplus it is impossible to allo ate all households be ause of the insuf ient supply. As explained before, households will in rease the level of the bid as a rea tion to
this.

However, some of the households will be outbid in every au tion and remain un-lo ated.

The market

onditions make more appropriate to use the bid probabilities (Ph/i ) to simulate the

allo ation of households to dwellings. It makes sense to do this lo ation wise, drawing households
following (5), as if ea h lo ation was sele ting the best bidder from the pool of remaining households. Under this assumption, the expe ted number of winning au tions for a parti ular household
X
t
h in period t is given by
.
Ph/i
i∈St
In the opposite
a

ase, in a period with supply surplus, not all the dwelling will be used. Therefore

hoi e probability (Pi/h ) seems more appropriate to simulate the allo ation of dwellings to

households, drawing a dwelling following (11) for ea h household.
number of households

hoosing a parti ular dwelling

i

X In this
t
.
Pi/h

is given by

ase, the expe ted

i∈Ht
In any market, the transa tions are usually bounded by stru tural
agents. In the

ase of the real estate market the

hara teristi s of the involved

onstrains are given by the maximum feasible

bid for ea h household (usually determined by the in ome level) and the reservation pri e (or
minimum feasible rent) of ea h lo ation.

For simpli ity, these

urrent formulation of the model, meaning that pri es

onstraints are ignored in the

an go has high or low as required by the

adjustment of (21). This means that, in the ase of demand surplus, all dwellings will be used
= St ) while only a fra tion of the total households will be lo ated (H^t ⊂ Ht ). Similarly, in the
^t = Ht ) while only
ase of a supply surplus s enario, all households are expe ted to be lo ated (H
t
t
^
a fra tion of the dwellings will be used (S ⊂ S ).

(S^t

Introdu ing a

onstrained behavior in the bidding/selling pro ess requires to dene thresholds

whi h trigger the ex lusion of a household or a dwelling from the transa tion. This would allow
the existen e of (more realisti ) s enarios where some households are not lo ated while, at the
same time, some dwellings are not o

upied. The in lusion of the thresholds should generate a

non- ompensatory lo ation probability, whi h

an be modeled using models like the Constrained

Multinomial Logit (Martínez et al., 2009). An example of the use of non- ompensatory probabilities
for lo ation

hoi e, but in the

ontext of equilibrium models,

an be found in Martínez and

Hurtubia (2006)

5 Estimation
Implementation of the proposed model requires to estimate the parameters of the bid fun tion for
a base period. The estimation should maximize the likelihood of the observed lo ation pattern
but, at the same time, it should ensure that the expe ted maximum bid (6) of ea h lo ation is
proportional to the real observed pri es. For this we propose a model formulation based on the
latent variable approa h for dis rete

hoi e (Walker and Ben-Akiva, 2002; Walker and Li, 2007),

where the pri e is not dire tly ae ting the willingness to pay, but is related as an indi ator of
the expe ted maximum bid (or logsum) through a measurement equation.

Figure 1 shows the

stru ture of the proposed model. Boxes represent observable data like the attributes of households
and lo ations, transa tion pri es and observed lo ations. Cir les represent unobservable variables
(or latent

onstru ts) like the willingness to pay (bid) and the expe ted maximum bid.

dashed lines represent measurement relationships and the

The

ontinuous lines des ribe stru tural

relationships. The main dieren e between a traditional Logit model and the proposed model lies
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Figure 1: Model stru ture

in the expli it in lusion of the logsum as a latent variable, that has a measurement relationship
with both the

hoi e and an additional indi ator (the pri e).

The Bid fun tion is related to the attributes through the stru tural equation that denes its
fun tional form:

bhi = f(xh , zi , β).

Simultaneously, the measurement relationship between the

Bid and the observed lo ation is dened by the

hoi e probability (5). It is worth noti ing that, in

a traditional Logit formulation, the logsum also intervenes in the measurement as the denominator
of the probability.
As des ribed before, the expe ted maximum bid is related to the observed lo ation through the
hoi e probability (5) and its stru tural relation with the observed attributes is given by the logsum
expression of (6).

A new measurement relationship is

onsidered in this formulation, assuming

there is a linear relation between the expe ted maximum bid (ri ) and the observed pri es (r^i ),
expressed as the following equation:

r^i = a + γri

(16)

Assuming a normal distribution, a probability density fun tion

f(r^i |ri )

with mean zero

an be

dened for the measurement relation of (16) as follows:

r^i −a−γri
1
f(r^i |ri ) = √
e− 2σ2
2
2πσ

The estimation of the proposed model
this

(17)

an be done through traditional maximum likelihood but, in

ase, the likelihood fun tion is the produ t of the

hoi e probability and the density fun tion

for the pri e for all observations:

L=
where

yhi = 1

if household

of the previous equation,

S

h

Y

Y

i∈S

h∈Ci

y
Ph/i · f(r^i |ri ) hi

is the best bidder for lo ation

i

!

and zero otherwise. In the

(18)

ontext

represents the set of available observations for estimation and

Ci

is

the  hoi e set for lo ation i, understood as the set of households that parti ipate in the au tion
for

i.

If no

hoi e set generation model is available, it is reasonable to assume that all households

parti ipate in all au tions, therefore making

Ci = H
8

for all

i.

The out ome of the maximization of (18) will be the set of parameters (β) from the hedoni
part of the Bid fun tion (bhi ) and the

a, γ

pri e. However, in appli ation, only the

hoi e probability determines the best bidding household,

σ

and

parameters of the density fun tion for the

therefore making the lo ation probabilities independent of the pri e parameters. The measurement
equation (16)

5.1

an be used to estimate the pri es from the logsum values (6).

Estimation results for a real

ase study

The model is estimated for the residential market of the
an extended metropolitan region, in luding 151
Dwelling alternatives are

ity of Brussels. The study area

onsiders

ontain a total of 4945 zones (i).

ommunes that

lassied in 4 types (v) adding to a total of 1274701 residential units

or lo ation alternatives (vi). The area of study

ontains a total of 1267998 households, therefore

having an aggregated va an y rate (supply surplus) of 0.5%. The estimation is done over a sample
of 1007 observations of lo ated households

onsidering the following bid fun tion:

bhvi = βsurf · surfvi · ln(Nh ) + βsup · Qsup
· Nsup
+ βhouse · λhouse
· Nh +
vi
i
h
βtrans · Yitrans · γcars=0
+ βtrans2 · Yitrans · γcars>1
+ βcomm · Yicomm · ln(Nh )+
h
h
βoff · Yioff · Wh + βgreen · Yigreen · Wh

(19)

where:

 surfvi
the

is the average surfa e of a residential unit in buildings type

ensus). The building types

v in zone i (

al ulated from

onsider 3 types of house (fully-deta hed, semi-deta hed and

atta hed) and apartments.

 Nh

is the size (number of individuals) of a household.

 Wh

is number of a tive individuals (workers) in a household

 Nsup
h

is number of persons in the household who a hieved a university degree as their max-

imum edu ation level.

 Qsup
i

is per entage of the population in zone

 Yitrans

i

with a superior level edu ation-degree.

is a measurement of the quality of publi

 Yicomm , Yioff , Yigreen

transport (a

are measurement of the presen e of

essibility)

ommer e, o es and publi

green

areas respe tively

The measurement equation for pri es is dened following (16) and using the expli it denition of
the maximum expe ted bid given by (6):

r^i = a + γ · ln
For the estimation pro ess, the s ale parameter

X

µ

¿

(20)

is assumed to be one and the adjustment term

(bh ) of the bid fun tion is assumed to be zero for all
only available as average transa tion pri es (in

exp(bhvi )

h

h.

For the

ase study, the observed pri es are

100'000) at the

ommune level for 2 aggregated

types of residential units (houses and apartments). Despite this, the available observed pri es still
provide useful information for the estimation pro ess.
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Table 1: Estimation results for Brussels
Standard Logit

Logit with pri e indi ator

Parameter

Value

Std err

t-test

Value

Std err

t-test

βsurf
βsup
βtrans0
βtrans2
βhouse
βcomm
βgreen
βoff
a
γ
σ

0.00698

0.00256

2.73

0.000225

0.000162

0.522

0.104

5.04

0.659

0.0721

9.14

0.317

0.135

2.35

0.637

0.0744

8.56

∗

1.39

-0.438

0.151

-2.9

-0.428

0.0854

-5.02

0.439

0.0599

7.32

0.0459

0.00599

-1.32

0.273

-4.82

-0.0118

0.0235

7.67
∗
-0.5

-0.336

0.0718

0.0188

8.09

0.0885

-4.68
∗
-1.81

0.152

-0.16

0.0738

0.0331

2.23

-

-

-

-32.3

4.24

-7.61

-

-

-

2.3

0.301

7.66

-

-

-

-2.12

0.0223

Final Log-Likelihood

-7011.03

-94.88
∗∗
-6387.76 (7091.13 )
∗∗
1478.97 (72.23 )

Likelihood ratio-test
232.44
∗
parameters not signi ant at the 95% level
∗∗
log-likelihood onsidering only the hoi e probabilities

The model was rst estimated for a standard Logit spe i ation and, on e good estimates were
obtained, it was re-estimated in luding the measurement equation (indi ator) for the observed
pri es and using the likelihood fun tion of (18).

The estimation in both

ases was done using

an extended version of the software pa kage BIOGEME (Bierlaire, 2003; Bierlaire and Fetiarison,
2009); results are shown in Table 1.
For the standard Logit model all parameters are signi ant with a 95%
ex eption of

βoff

whi h is signi ant with a 90%

onden e (with the

onden e). The signs of the parameters show

that the willingness to pay in reases with the surfa e of the dwelling and the size of the household,
and that households with members having university degrees prefer to lo ate in neighborhoods
with a high presen e of people with a university degree (this, we assume, is
in ome level). Households without a

fa ilities while households with more than one
a

essibility for publi

publi

orrelated with the

ar give a positive value to the presen e of publi

transport

ar a tually prefer to lo ate in regions with low

transport. An interesting result is the ee t of the presen e of

ommer e,

green areas and o e spa e, with a negative parameter for all of them and de reasing

with the size of the household or the number of workers, depending on the

ase. These negative

estimates were originally interpreted as households preferring to lo ate in peripheral areas of the
ity, where the density of

ommer e, publi

areas and o es is lower. However, this eventually

turned out to be an endogeneity problem (Guevara and Ben-Akiva, 2006) as it will be shown next.
When adding the pri e indi ator to the estimation pro ess some of the parameters be ome insigni ant and some

hange their sign. For example the relevan e of the surfa e of the dwelling is

smaller and its parameter is signi ant only with an 84%
and

βoff ,

that were originally negative,

ator. The

onden e. Other estimates like

βgreen

ame out positive in the estimation with the pri e indi-

hange in the values of the estimates

an be explained as an endogeneity ee t in the

Standard Logit formulation that happens due to the la k of information. The data for estimation
shows that bigger households prefer to lo ate in the outskirts of the urban area, but this is also
explained by the lower pri es for bigger dwellings in these regions. Therefore, by not a
for the pri e, it appears as if households would bid less for pla es with a

ounting

ess to green areas and

servi es ( orrelated with the presen e o o e spa e). When the pri e indi ator is

onsidered, the

estimation generates positive parameters for green areas and o es be ause these attributes are
likely to in rease the average pri e in a neighborhood
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Figure 2: Number of people by

ommune

Figure 3: Number of people with university degree by

It is not straightforward to evaluate and

ommune

ompare the quality of ea h model; the dierent expres-

sions for the likelihood fun tions make the dire t

omparison of nal log-likelihoods unfair. The

ratio test for the  hoi e log-likelihood ( al ulated as the logarithm of sum of the probabilities of
the

hosen alternatives) is a valid indi ator be ause it

fun tion in both models. This statisti

onsiders the same spe i ation for the bid

suggests that the Standard Logit performs better than the

model with the pri e indi ator. However, this is only valid for the data used in estimation and an
expe ted result be ause the standard Logit models attempts to t only to this data set, while the
model with a pri e indi ator attempts to t simultaneously a dierent set of observations.
A valid

omparison is to simulate the lo ation distribution for all the lo ations in the

ea h model, and

ity with

ompare the results with observed statisti s. This analysis is performed for two

variables: number of individuals in the household and number of individual with university degree.
Results are shown in Figures 2 and 3.
Figure 2 shows the results for total number of people, aggregated by
ea h of the models and
National Census.

ompares them with the o ial statisti s

Data is ordered in reasingly with the

ommune, obtained with

oming from the 2001 Belgium

ensus values.

Both models provide

reasonable results, with only small deviations from the true values. However, when

al ulating the
R2 of 0.994

t of ea h results, the model with pri e indi ator shows a slightly better result with a
2
(against the ensus data) versus a R of 0.979 for the standard Logit model.
Figure 3 shows the number of people with university degree by
dard Logit model

ommune. In this

ase the stan-

learly underestimates the number of persons with university degree for large

ommunes, while the model with pri e indi ator generates estimates whi h are
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loser to the real

Figure 4: Logsum vs Pri es, Standard Logit

Figure 5: Logsum vs Pri es, Model with pri e indi ator

values. The

R2

for the standard Logit in this
R2 =0.925.

ase is 0.895, while the model with pri e indi ator

has a better t with

A third variable worth analyzing is the predi ted pri e by residential unit. Figure 4 shows the best
possible t between the logsum, obtained with the standard Logit model, for ea h of the residential
units in the area of study. It is possible to see that the logsum does not follow at all the trend of
the observed pri es.
Figure 5 shows the pri e estimation results for the
The estimated pri es (P(logsum)) are
of Table 1 for the

a

and

γ

hoi e model estimated with pri e indi ators.

al ulated following equation (20) and

parameters.

The predi ted pri es,

onsidering the values

al ulated as a fun tion of the

resulting logsum, follow the trend of the observed average pri es. The noise in the predi tion

an

be explained due to the heterogeneity between the dierent residential units. While the average
pri e is

al ulated by house or apartment by

ommune, the fore ast pri e is

al ulated for 3 types

of houses and apartments and at the zone level, where additional heterogeneity is observed among
the dwelling and the zones attributes. A more disaggregated pri e indi ator should allow for a
better t between the logsum and the pri es.
These results indi ate that the estimation of the

hoi e model in luding a pri e indi ator allows

to better fore ast of both the lo ation distribution of agents and the pri es.
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Table 2: Lo ation in base period
zone
1 (z1
2 (z1

poor hh (P )

ri h hh (R)

total supply

rent (ri )

281

219

500

1.25

219

281

500

2.00

500

500

1000

= 0.5)
= 1.0)

total demand

5.2

Bid-adjustment

omponent

0
In the base year, both the utility level (bh ) and the hedoni

0
part (bhi ) of the bid fun tion should be

estimated as if a full equilibrium was taking pla e between the observed households and dwellings.
The pro ess then requires to rst estimate the parameters of the hedoni

part through maximum
b0h following:

log likelihood (as des ribed in the previous se tion) and to adjust the value of



b0h = − ln 

X
i∈S0



0
0
exp µ bhi (zi ) − ri 

(21)

0
The solution of the previous equation implies a xed point problem be ause the rents (ri ) depend
0
on bh , as dened by equation (6). However, little variation is expe ted if the estimation of the
hedoni

omponent of the bid fun tion is properly estimated. Therefore, for the rst simulation

period, the value of the adjustment

omponents (bh ) should be relatively low (and probably

irrelevant) with respe t to the value of the hedoni
to

omponent (bhi ). Despite this, it is important

onsider the total number of households and available dwellings at the base period in order

to introdu e the ee t of the stru tural va an y rate in the rent during the estimation pro ess
des ribed in the previous se tion.
On e the equilibrium bids and rents have been obtained, they are used as the input for the
simulation of the rst period.

6 Simplied experiment
A simple experiment is
rea tion to

ondu ted to test the properties of the proposed models regarding proper

hanges in the market

onditions. For this a very simple syntheti

ity is built

onsid-

ering only two possible zones for lo ation and only two types of households. The zones have only
one attribute that
a high value (z2

hara terize them, having a zone with a low value (z1

= 1.0)

pay for the attribute (ri h households, with
with

βP = 1).

market

= 0.5)

and a zone with

of the attribute. Households show either a high marginal willingness to

βR = 2)

or a low willingness to pay (poor households,

For simpli ity, and in order to allow a better analysis of the rea tion to general

onditions of the model, the attributes of the zones remain

interpreted as not a

onstant in time. This

an be

ounting for lo ation externalities in the model.

In the base period the

ity is perfe tly equilibrated, with 500 dwellings in ea h zone and 500

households of ea h type. Table 2 shows the lo ation and rents after the equilibrium.
The simulations are done for 20 periods after the base one. Two dierent s enarios are simulated:
one with a supply surplus and one showing demand surplus.

6.1

Supply surplus s enario

In the supply surplus s enario real estate developers predi t a

urately the total future demand

for every period but the rst one, where an (arbitrary) overprodu tion of dwellings take pla e.
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Figure 6: Rents for the supply surplus s enario

Figure 7: Rents for the demand surplus s enario

Demand grows at a

onstant rate while supply slowly adjusts to mat h it.

Figure 6 show the

resulting rents when applying the proposed model. As expe ted, rents are higher for dwellings in
the zone with higher values for the attributes. In the rst period, the ex ess of supply triggers
a redu tion in the rents that
(around period 5).

ontinues for several periods until supply mat hes demand again

After this point, and given the equality between supply and demand, rents

in rease until they rea h the original (equilibrium) levels.

6.2

Demand surplus s enario

The demand surplus s enario is generated by produ ing a sho k in the growth for ri h households
in the rst period. Supply is unable to rea t immediately to this and does so in a slow manner.
Figure 7 shows the rents for this s enario. The ex ess of demand generates an in rease in the rent
whi h de reases slowly as supply approa hes the levels required to satisfy demand. After several
periods rents return to the original equilibrium levels

7 Con lusions
The proposed model is able to a

ount for the au tioning pro ess that takes pla e in ea h period

of a simulation. The advantage of the model lies in the fa t that is able to a
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ount for

hanges in

the general

onditions of the market, like a growth or a redu tion of the ratio between demand and

available supply. The method is based on a bid approa h for lo ation

hoi e modeling. However

it simulates the lo ation pro ess of individuals as the out ome of a bid (dwellings sele ting the
best bidder/household) only when a demand surplus situation is observed. In the
surplus s enario, the model simulates the lo ation as a

ase of a supply

hoi e (households sele ting the lo ation

that maximizes their utility).
A estimation method that a

ounts for observed pri es was also proposed.

Results show that

in luding a measurement relationship between the logsums and the observed pri es in the loglikelihood maximization pro ess allows to obtain better estimates of the bid fun tion parameters.
The proposed model is able to better fore ast the lo ation

hoi e distribution of agents in the

ity

while, simultaneously, generates reasonable fore asts of the pri es as a fun tion of the expe ted
maximum bid of the au tion pro ess. The dieren es observed between fore asted and observed
pri es

an be explained by the aggregated nature of the pri e indi ator. A more disaggregated

indi ator should allow for a better estimation and,
Future work will

onsequently, a better t.

onsist in the implementation of a simulation a

ounting for lo ation externalities

and in reasing the heterogeneity in both supply and demand agents. Appli ation to real data and
validation will be done in the
to the

ontext of the SustainCity proje t (www.sustain ity.org), spe i ally

ity of Brussels.
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